TQS Puzzle: “Orange You Glad I Got the Blues” by Mel Beach

Mel’s "Orange You Glad I Got the Blues" was included in a promotional blog post for the San Jose Jazz Festival and was part of the "Jazz Impressions" exhibit at the San Jose Museum of Quilts & Textiles.

Star Members can learn about Mel and her quilts in Show 2112: Creating Improvisational Patchwork and Modern Molas & A New Spin on an Antique Quilt.

OrangeYouGladIGottheBluesbyMelBeach - 35 Pieces Non-Rotating
OrangeYouGladIGottheBluesbyMelBeach - 96 Pieces Non-Rotating
OrangeYouGladIGottheBluesbyMelBeach - 299 Pieces Non-Rotating
OrangeYouGladIGottheBluesbyMelBeach - 35 Pieces Rotating
OrangeYouGladIGottheBluesbyMelBeach - 96 Pieces Rotating
OrangeYouGladIGottheBluesbyMelBeach - 299 Pieces Rotating